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AUSTRIA -- Loan 118 AUA (Lifnersee Project)

1. In June 1955 the Bank made a loan of $10 million equivalent
to the Vorarlberger Illwerke A.G. (VIW) for the construction of the
Ltinersee project. Already at the time the loan was made the Bank knew
that the amount of the loan was the minimum necessary in the circum-
stances. An important factor which played a part in the determination
of the size of the loan was the contractual arrangement, known as the
Illwerke Agreement, which governs the relations between the VID and
its power consumers in Germany, principally the German power companies,
Rheinisch-Westf'lisches Elektrizit~tswerk (RfjE) and Energie-Versorgung
Schwaben (EVS). Under the terms of this agreement RNE and EVS undertake
to reimburse the VIW for the cost of the power which they consume and to
ensure that the VIW has sufficient liquid resources to meet its debt
service. It is, therefore, to the advantage of RWE and EVS that loans
to the VIW should be in DN since otherwise they are exposed to an ex-
change risk in their obligations towards the VIW. The German authorities
were prepared to make only a limited amount of 18% Dh available for
LUnersee and this, in effect, was the reason why the Bank loan was kept
to a minimum.

2. Since the loan was made there have been various increases in the
cost estimates for the project. An end-use inspection carried out by the
Bank in February of this year revealed that the estimated total cost had
increased from $38.6 million to $h7.o million equivalent. The reasons
given for this increase were as follows:

Q million equivalent

A. Increase in cost of land acquisition 0.23
B. Unforeseen geological conditions 2.3
C. Project improvements 1.73
D. Requirements of "Water Rights Autho-

rities" 1.54
E. Increased wages, social costs and con-

tractor costs 3.1

Total 8.9

(There were also certain decreases in the estimates which
amounted to 8.5 million).
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3. These new cost estimates were regarded by the end-use mission
as reasonable.. To meet these higher costs the VIWA can find some '2.3
million equivalent from a re-allocation of revenue earmarked for debt
service on old Reichsmark debts. Final settlement of these debts has
been postponed and the VlPI now expects that repayment will take the form
of a funding operation. An increase in the VI~ts net revenue will pro-
vide an additional <1.7 million equivalent. This increase has occurred
because the payments for power by the consumers are now based on a re-
turn of 7% on the V.J's capital instead of 5%. These two items together
mean that the VIW can provide approximately 0 million equivalent from
its own resources towards the additional requirements of $8.4 million
equivalent.

4. A brief account of the situation was given verbally to the SLC
and to the Executive Directors in March, 1956.

5. The VID has kept the Bank informed about their position. In
July Dr. Ammann, Director of the V1!, met 1r. Ubricht in Ziirich and
explained that he would have to find approximately another h-05 million
equivalent to complete the project. Mr. Umbricht suggested that it might
be possible to raise some money in Switzerland if the VrII could provide
security in the form of some Swiss franc proceeds of power exports to
Switzerland.

6. Hoever, the VI is encountering considerable difficulties in
covering its additional needs. The main obstacle to a possible loan from
Switzerland is that the VI has no additional power available Zor export
to Switzerland. ioreover it iwould also not be easy for the VLJ to obtain
additional funds either in the form of an advance from WE and EVS or from
Austrian sources. Because of the tight position of the capital market the
Austrian Government would be most reluctant to grant permission for a
public issue by the VTW although, in principle, the Bank could ensure the
provision of some form of finance by invoking the performance guarantee
in the Guarantee Agreement.

7. We have now learned that the VIW would like to raise this
question with the Bank and the management has authorized 1r. Umbricht
to discuss the matter in Vienna and to indicate that the Bank would be
prepared to consider the possibility of a supplementary loan. 11r.
Umbricht plans to arrive in Austria during the first half of November.

S. R. Cope
Director


